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Abstract- In this wo.r~ .we present FLOWTO?L. a proce- the domain expert. discrepancies and limitations are noted
dural- knowledge ACQUISitiOn tool developed specIfically to ac- and the cycle repeats until satisfactory performance is ob-
Quire procedural knowledge ~iated with the diagnosis and tained
calibration procedures of engineering systeDIS specifically main

The. limi " tatl" of this li . th difficul fk lifi d r .. d ..on process esm e I ty o
trun amp lers use lor communication an cable-teleVISIon kn ted lic .. Do " ti d . diffi uldistribution networks. OW ge e. ltatiOn. mam experts m It IC t to

structure thelf knowledge in terms of general rules of the
I. lNTRODUCfION form stated earlier and to use categorical statements on exact

&gjIEeriDg systems are becanmg numerous and com- quantities. Additionally. the knowledge engineer must at
plex. This has resulted in the proliferation of the number and least m;n;m~lly understand the domain so as to accurately
complexity of procedures necessary for maintenance. diag- code the knowledge presented by the domain expert. The ex-
nosis and ~rations of these systems. Tre end result is that istence of a widely acceptable and easily understood model
very few people (if any) within an organization may be cog- for the domain knowledge. helps in its elicitation and organi-
nizant of all the appropriate procedures applicable to any spe- zation.
cific system. Certain domains involve knowledge that is itself procedur-

Recently. a number of computer-aided tools have been de- al in nature. Examples can be drawn from diagnosis which
veloped to centralize and make this procedural knowledge involves measurement or observation of specifIC parameters
accessible. Tre tools range from simple Hypertext-based and these must follow a strict protocol either because of the
renditions of manuals to expert systems which are capable of expense involved. or the measurement itself is obtained as a
suggesting and applying the most appropriate procedure. part of a strict sequence of actions (e"g. certain blood analy-

In a Hypermedia document [5]. information is organized ses cannot be had unless the patient has fasted for a certain
nonlinearly and delivered using the most appropriate medi- period of time). Physicians use protocols for both treatment
um. This may include audio. video. text. graphics etc. The and diagnosis [3]. Fllgineers use similarly structured proce-
nonlinarity in the organization of the information results dures in operating. maintaining and diagnosing systems [6]
from the existence of multiple interrelations linking portions Most of this procedural knowledge is aimed towards hu-
together. These interrelations result in easy access of related man experts who are required to perform certain prescribed
topics and avoid lengthy searches frequently encountered in actions and depending on their outcome either reach a con-
a linearly organized document clusion or perfcxm another set of prescribed actions until

In general expert systems incorporate declarative knowl- enough information has been obtained to allow the establish-
edge in terms of collections of "rules" of the form ment of a conclusion.

if <set of antecedents> then <set of consequents> It is most often the case (especially with novices or if a
An inference engine is then used to apply rules from the procedure has not been performed recently) that the proce-

rule base and adv ance the inferencing of the system. The or- dure, the required actions or the system itself are not familiar
der in which the rules have been entered in the knowledge to the human expert. In such a case. manuals need to be con-
base does not influence the way the inference engine pro- sulted or the help of another expert is sought This is time
reeds. rather the rules themselves as they are applied (fIred) consuming. and it becomes critical in time limited proce-
drive the inferencing to its conclusion. dures" Systems are currently developing which reposit such

Many expert systems have been developed based on this knowledge and deliver it in a user-friendly fcxm [I].
premise. as well as several toolsets which help with the pro- In this work. we are presenting FLOwrOOL. a knowl-
totyping and fIelding of such knowledge-based systems. edge acquisition system specifically targeted towards the ac-

One of the most difficult problems in developing a knowl- quisition of procedural knowledge commonly found in such
edge-based system is the acquisition and coding of the domains as diagnosis. calibration. safetyetc. and its integra-
knowledge of the domain experts. Knowledge acquisition in- tion with descriptive knowledge of the target system. Thus
volves the close collaboration of the domain expert(s) with section n gives a brief overview ofFLOwrOOL, section ill
the knowledge engineer(s). Usually. knowledge is elicited presents a detailed operational description, while we con-
during several sessions with the participation of both the do- clude with section IV .

main expert(s) and knowledge engireer(s). The thus elicited
knowledge is incorporated. by the knowledge engineer in the. .n. FLO~OOL .
knowledge-base. a minimal working system is rapidly proto- ~wrOOL ~mpr1ses a grap~al user mterface through
typed and delivered. The prototype system is tested in sitil by which the domam expert can easily represent procedural
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knowledge in terms of a flowchart incorporating decisioo ffi Flowchart Edltl.. T.ol
points and prescribed actions. Additionally, knowledge

I.: h il be ted .
th I: frul b .~ ~ ~ (Properties v) (Flowchartv)

W111C cannot eas y represen ill e J.orm o es ut It

is also important or useful is incorpa-ated in a hypermedia A.wchwt oama: document. The user of FLOwrOOL establishes links to ap- rr7:;;l

propriate sections of this document. Once the acquisition t§

phase is completed, the acquired knowledge is automatically. ,

translated to a set of rules targeted for a particular inference ~

engine and environment complete with the established hy- LYJ permedia links. The thus created prototype knowledge-based .., ...:. :. : system can be utilized immediately by the domain expert r:::EJ

who created it in the first place without the intervention of a. ~ :. ; , ..., .: knowledge engineer. ~

m. OPERAnONALDFSCRll'110N FLOwrOOL is a graphics based, flowchart editing tool. .: .

which allows the user to quickly create and edit flowcharts .

by using a computer mouse to point and click. Flowcharts are : .., ..; .:. : ,: created by dropping different flowchart symbols 00 a draw-

ing area (oc canvas) and connecting them together. Once a

symbol has been placed on the canvas, text can be added and. .

hypermedia links attached. At any time during the creatioo Fig. I. H.OwrOOL's graphical user's interface

process, the flowchart can be edited oc saved to or restored

frcxn a fIle. Once complete, the flowchart is checked foc con- created retween them.

sistency and ccxnpiled into expert system rules. The contents of any symbol can re displayed by clicking

Figure l.illustrates the graphical user's interface involved on the examine mode button. This causes the cursor to

during the operation of FLOwrOOL. The window consists change shape to a magnifying glass, denoting the current

of three sections, a row of control buttons aloog the top, four mode. When this magnifying glass is then moved over any

different mode buttons down the left side and a drawing area symbol, a dialog box will appear, displaying the contents of

(canvas) in the middle. that symbol.

The top control buttons allow the user to perform specific Figure 2. shows a completed flowchart including the con-

actions on the flowchart. They provide menus for loading, tents of a flowchart symbol. The' Symbol Contents' dialog

saving and editing flowcharts as well as changing the visual box displays information about the highlighted decision

properties of the flowchart reing displayed. The rightmost symbol at the right of the canvas. Besides the full contents of

'Flowchart' button cootains menu options which let the user the symbol, a hypermedia page entitled ' AC Distribution

attach hypermedia pages and compile the flowchart into ex- Board Page' is also shown with a 'high' priority. This means

pert system rules. that when this node in the flowchart is encountered during

The mode buttons along the side change the current state flowchart traversal, the designated help page will appear (if

of the program. The current state determines what action will the user has chosen to accept high priority help pages).

re taken when the user presses the moose button on the can- At any point, the flowchart depicted, can re compiled to a

vas. While on the canvas, the cursor will change shape to re- cluster of rules encapsulating the procedural knowledge de-

flect the chosen mode. picted. The compilation process is straight-forward. Eoch de-

Flowchart symbols are drawn by first clicking on a symbol cision box results into two rules, one for the positive and the

mode but too (i.e. a statement or decisioo button) and then other for the negative ootcome. The contents of a decision

clicking on the canvas. When the mouse pointer is moved box together with references to its preceding decisions con-

back over the canvas, its shape will change to either a rectan- stitute the antecedents of the rule, while the statement(s) fol-

gle (statement) or a diamond (decision), depending on the lowing a decision path constitute 100 consequents of the rule.

symbol to be placed. wrenever a new symbol is dropped. it Additionally, anylinks to hypermedia pages present, are

is highlighted, designating it as the current symbol and a di- also attached to the rule(s) created. A hypermedia server in-

alog box will appear to display information about it. The tercepts requests to display the attached hypermedia pages

symbol's dialog box displays the symbol type, its location 00 when the rule fIres.

the grid and its textual contents. In addition, if a hypermedia A flowchart incorporates procedural knowledge pertainng

page has been attached, then the name of that page and its pri -to diagnosis, calibration, operation etc.

ority are also displayed. Once a flowchart has reen compiled the resulting cluster

Once two or more symbols have been placed. they can be of rules joins the collection of other clusters to form a knowl-

connected together to focm a directed arc in the flowchart. To edge base of procedures nocmally associated with a particu-

connect two symbols, the user must first click on the connect lar system. At any instant, one or more of these procedures

mode button. The user is then prcxnpted to identify soorce may be applicable. For example. in diagnosis, each cluster

and destination symbols and. having done this, a link is then would normally re associated with a specific manifestatioo
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is prompted to answer a question from the 'Troubleshooting
.oft Svmbol Co-.ts AC Section' flowchart. A h~rtext page appears with the
sV,"bol TVPO: oeclslon Crld l8-I.o: ~ question to help the user make the correct response.

COn...ts: ...tho lUl. on th. .( Distribution b~'d oro..rly 'nrt.".4.

I!) Qo..tl.n H.ndl.r
'.'orlty:
~ Hloh Are -"'.. nn rh. 8C DIstrlbutl.n ~.ard p..P.rlV Installed r

H.lp : .C Distribution .~,d P.,o O Modlum

O low

@) noweh... .d It In. T..I
Ves ~

Q!!!::!} ~ ~ ( PrO0."I.s v) ( Flow(~ .)
I!) AC DI lb..lon 10- pa..

n.weh... name: ' ~I..~...lnl AC 10.

~ ~p

~I O D-.P ~ ~.C

riT;1l c-c G ~p

EJ D-.P = D=

~ AC -..Is ~ 1110. .-=.0 h..liD~ by -~
., 610... dro.o bouk.n. .bw ban -111. ~0.~1 holdrn ot tIle AC

~ DI-o. Bowd The -= ~.. dedd.. -ch port or ports ot 111.
hou'"'& wm .-.AC powu

CEl hvpnrCmndla Toolkit (0 ,... Paradl.. rol Fig. 4. An inquiry presented during the operation of the expert system ob-

& ained from proredural knowledge capture by H.OwrOOL. O~rve the 38-
sociated hypermedia page which is also pre~nted.

Once the user has answered all questions leading to a con-
clusioo. another dialog appears to display the resluts of hav-
ing navigated the knowledge base. If desired. the user can
also view a trace of flowchart just processed. This trace de-
tails the decisions that were made in processing the flowchart
and shows how the conclusions were a1Tived at. This is

F. 2 E le fProced ..-1 Kn led A ...shown in Figure 5.
18- .xamp o WlU OW ge cqU1Sltion.

1!1 -..1- Coocl..I0..

C8wdo.lo. -..Tau. (1 ., I)

of a malfunction. When the user wisres to use theex~rt sys- ,- Ch8< lo-o,su.o..ond,ablo T;
tern to solve a problem, he first describes the problem in
terms of the observed "behavior", in tre case of diagnosis by ~ ~
enumerating the observed symptcms frcm a list of known (!) T..~ C..ocl..I0..
symptoms. , ...Tr8CO ,0,: (h8<"-°xtom.l-pDWor ~01, onG-(.10

This 1S done usmg the 'Possible Problems ' dialog dis- Tho ,on,'u.'..': .(bOck..oxto.n.,--,J-1; ,:.,0. 0. t,"'
la ed . F' 3 An listed bl b ..,,~.. -(bO",-r...s~~,-",st,°but'~-..x'L'o,-,.t'nL- '"otlon i. tr..

p y In 19ure .y pro em c ecked true will o-tho-rUS& tho-8£-Dls'rlbut'"" '"-,,,-rl,-005t.'I... i. t,..
causethe assoc1.atedclusterto be processedb th rt Tha ,-!.s,~, -C'-'"-rus" J'str' t ,Lr.,-,ot'~,,,"-lo<arl 0. t,""

y eex~ sys- -ou.. (ho,"-'nto,..I---to.tIIGtnt. Is t...1"' ,,-thor,-0,,-0,,-uolt.."-,rosant-0'1-tho Into'no1 ,,-t..tpolnt- ,. fol..
tern. Problems that are checked unknown will also be pro- Tho ,0n,lu.ion: -ChO("-tnfo'..,-",-t.st:..nt- ,. ~...
cessed, but only after those checked true have been .0(...0 -rroubI0...ott",-~5ect1on- ,. true

examined.

(iJ ..ssl~- -~10.. -

~~~~!-~ 1\'.. Fal.a U.-w. Fig. 5. Atypical conclusion and trace screen.

3- HI.h lo..1s .t HiGh F,.DU8n<lo. O ~ O

..Hloh lo.ols at lDW F,.ouondos O ~ o IV. CONCLUSIONS

5. low Lo..1s at HiGh F,.OU8nd8. O ~ o In this work, we have presented FLOwrOOL, a procedur-

.-low Lo..Is.tlowF'..U8n"lo, O ~ o al- knowledge ocquisition tool. It uses a graphical user's in-

.-low Dutout Lo..1s ot .,1 F,.oU8n"les terface to ocquire procedural knowledge and delivers a
o ~ o knowledge-base complete with links to related h~rmedia

..Troubloshootlno .C S.ctlon ~ o o d ( )ocument s .

00 -, FLOWfOOL has been implemented and o~rates in a
CS (P..0..,kward) , Fi ",4) UNIX I X WINDOWS .

d..-envIronment an creates rules for
Flg.3. A possIble-Problems Screen NEXPERT OBJECT and PROLOG.

When the user hits 'Done', all of the requested flowcharts .RpWTOOL has been. ~ to capture dia~ostic and c~-
will be processed. Any hypermedia pages attached the flow- 1bral1on knowledge ~rtammg to C-COR roam trunk ampl1-
chart symbols will also appear, Figure 4 shows how the user freInrs.

the fu 1 d FLOwrOOL . ture, we p an to expan to 1DCOrpo-
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rate fuzzy inferencing and optimal decision traversing [4]. 2. S. Abu-Hakima "Visualization and Understanding Diag-
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